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Teach Your Children Well
 

While this book is intended to be used by kids, this page is for parents and teachers. You are among the greatest  

influencers in a child’s life. Through your actions and the lessons you teach your kids, they learn about the world —  

including how to earn, save, invest and spend money.

As a parent or teacher you may not feel prepared to be a child’s major source of financial information. We understand. 

That’s why there is Yes, You Can. Yes, You Can provides you the tools and resources to help children  

understand the essential facts about money and establish a path toward financial independence. 

Talking about money may not be the easiest conversation to have with your kids, but it’s one of the most important. 

Use the puzzles, pictures and games in this book to introduce and explore financial concepts with them.  

It’s a fun way to spend time with your kids while making an investment in their future. 

For more great ideas visit us online at YesYouCanOnline.info.



Before there was money, people traded one item for another. This was known as “bartering.” For 
example, a farmer who grew corn may have bartered with the butcher who had meat. The farmer 
would give the butcher corn in exchange for the butcher giving the farmer meat.

Do you barter or trade with your friends? List some of the things you have been able to get by 
trading:

Old West Trading

.

A long time ago, people didn’t use money ... they traded. Before there was money, 
people traded one item for 
another. This was known 
as “bartering.” For example, 
a farmer who grew corn 
may have bartered with 
the butcher who had meat. 
The farmer would give the 
butcher corn in exchange 
for the butcher giving the 
farmer meat.

Do you barter or trade with 
your friends? List some of 
the things you have been 
able to get by trading.

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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Picture this.Picture This!

Using the pictures, can you figure out these common money expressions?

1. Money doesn’t grow on trees.  2. A penny saved is a penny earned.

Picture This!

Using the pictures, can you figure out these common money expressions?

1. Money doesn’t grow on trees.  2. A penny saved is a penny earned.
Picture This!

Using the pictures, can you figure out these common money expressions?

1. Money doesn’t grow on trees.  2. A penny saved is a penny earned.

Picture This!

Using the pictures, can you figure out these common money expressions?
1. Money doesn’t grow on trees.  2. A penny saved is a penny earned.

1. Money doesn’t grow on trees.    
2. A penny saved is a penny 
earned.

Using the pictures, can you 
figure out these common 
money expressions?
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It’s important to separate your “needs” from your “wants.”

When you buy only what you truly need, you improve the chances of having money later on to  
get everything you want. That’s why it’s important to separate your “needs” from your “wants.”

Look at the list below. Which do you think are needs and which are wants? Talk about your 
answers with your parents or teacher. 

Horse Sense

(check whether each item is a need or want) Need Want
A bicycle

Food

Video Game

Going to the movie

A place to live

Shoes

Ice cream

Car

Cell phone

Winter coat

When you buy only what 
you truly need, you improve 
the chances of having  
money later on to get the  
things you want. That’s  
why it’s important to  
separate your “needs”  
from your “wants.” 

Look at the list below. 
Which do you think are 
needs and which are 
wants? Discuss your  
answers with your parents 
or teacher.

Check whether each item is 
a need or want.
Need   Want

	 n	 n	 A bicycle

	 n	 n	 Food

 n	 n	 Video game

	 n	 n	 Going to the movies

	 n	 n	 A place to live

	 n	 n	 Shoes

	 n	 n	 Ice cream

	 n	 n	 Car

	 n	 n	 Cell phone

	 n	 n	 Winter coat
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Why not start your own business to earn extra money?

A lemonade stand is a great way to earn extra money during warm weather. Helping neighbors 
with yard work such as raking leaves or shoveling snow can also provide you some extra cash.

What other ways can you think of to earn money?

Earning Money A lemonade stand is a  
great way to earn extra  
money during warm weather. 

Helping neighbors with  
yard work such as raking 
leaves or shoveling snow  
can also provide you some 
extra cash. 

What other ways can you 
think of to earn money?

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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Once you’ve filled your piggy bank, open a savings account. 

One of the quickest ways to accumulate money is to save on a regular basis. A savings account 
at a bank will provide you a safe place to keep your money for short periods of time. Once 
you’ve saved a lot of money, talk to your parents about ways you can invest it so it will have the 
opportunity to grow.

Saving Money One of the quickest ways 
to accumulate money is to 
save on a regular basis.  
A savings account at a 
bank will provide you a  
safe place to keep your 
money for short periods  
of time. Once you’ve saved 
a lot of money, talk to your 
parents about ways to in-
vest so it will have the  
opportunity to grow.
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Investing is one way to help your money grow. As a young person, one of your greatest assets is 
time.  When you begin investing at a young age you use time to your advantage. Investing early 
and often can be one of the quickest ways to accumulate wealth.

Investing MoneyStart investing as early as possible. Investing is one way to help 
your money grow. As a 
young person, one of your 
greatest assets is time.  
When you begin investing 
at a young age you use time 
to your advantage. Investing 
early and often can be one 
of the quickest ways to  
accumulate wealth.
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Count coins.

Counting Coins

Use the coins to pay 
for each item. Try to 
figure out two ways 
to come up with the 
same amount of money. 
Count the number of 
coins you used.

32¢

76¢

59¢

81¢

25¢ 10¢ 5¢ 1¢

Use the coins to pay for 
each item. Try to figure out 
two ways to come up with 
the same amount of money. 
Count the number of coins 
you used.
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TOTAL



 A word about money.

2

4

6

8

9

11

12

1

3

5

7

10

Across
2  The $5 president

4 I owe you (abbreviation)

6 Money given to a child on a  
 regular basis

8 A trade done without money

9 To use something and then  
 return it

11 Worth 100 pennies

12 Another name for 10-cents

Down
1 His face is on the quarter

3 Another name for 25-cents

5 A copper coin

7 Another name for 5-cents

10 Used to pay for things

Across:  2 Lincoln, 4 IOU, 6 Allowance, 8 Barter,  

9 Borrow, 11 Dollar, 12 Dime

 
Down:  1 Washington, 3 Quarter, 5 Penny,  

7 Nickel, 10 Money
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Word Search

Search the puzzle for the words in the list. They may be forwards, backwards or at 
an angle.

ALLOWANCE

BANKS

BARTER

BUDGET

CHECKBOOK

DONATION

GOALS

INTEREST

MONEY

SAVINGS

VALUES

S D P K G Q S L J T O Q L

B M O N E Y E Z H F N S M

W Z I N I C P S S M E T L

R R N D A H W I I L A F A

V W V D Z T L G J I E S D

W F E G T R I W T K S E T

M G S Z I I C O K G P T K

V E T W Y T G F N V X E O

H Q M C K Y B I M S K G O

M N E V J S V A L C H D B

B O N P I A O A N G N U K

D C T C S B O F B K M B C

D Z E S D G G T S M S G E

A L L O W A N C E N I F H

X B V A L U E S C D J E C

J I L B A R T E R Y H U G

R P I N T E R E S T K K Z

Search for money.
Search the puzzle to find  
the words in the list. They  
may be written forwards,  
backwards or at an angle. 

ALLOWANCE

BANKS

BARTER

BUDGET

CHECKBOOK

DONATION

GOALS

INTEREST

INVESTMENT

MONEY

SAVINGS

VALUES

Word Search

Search the puzzle for the words in the list. They may be forwards, backwards or at 
an angle.

ALLOWANCE

BANKS

BARTER

BUDGET

CHECKBOOK

DONATION

GOALS

INTEREST

MONEY

SAVINGS

VALUES

S D P K G Q S L J T O Q L

B M O N E Y E Z H F N S M

W Z I N I C P S S M E T L

R R N D A H W I I L A F A

V W V D Z T L G J I E S D

W F E G T R I W T K S E T

M G S Z I I C O K G P T K

V E T W Y T G F N V X E O

H Q M C K Y B I M S K G O

M N E V J S V A L C H D B

B O N P I A O A N G N U K

D C T C S B O F B K M B C

D Z E S D G G T S M S G E

A L L O W A N C E N I F H

X B V A L U E S C D J E C

J I L B A R T E R Y H U G

R P I N T E R E S T K K Z
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Here’s a sample of one of the “Abilities” you’ll find in Yes, You Can...  
Raise Financially Aware Kids. This is from Chapter 9 - Smart Learning.

When I Grow Up... 
Kids of all ages like to imagine what they will be when they “grow up.”  
Why not spend some time helping your kids dream ... and dream along  
with them yourself.

Start a discussion with your children about what they would like to be  
when they grow up. Ask them: 

• What type of job would they like to have when they grow up ...  
 doctor, chef, electrician?

• What kind of education will they need ...  
 medical school, cooking school, electrical training?

• Where can they get the right education for their profession ...  
 college, vo-tech, apprenticeships? 

• How much will it cost to get that education? Where will they get the  
 money to pay for it? 

• What kind of classes can they take in school now to help  
 prepare for their career? 

• How much money do they think they will make?

For younger kids, the idea 
is to simply make them start 
thinking about their future. 
For older kids, you can help 
guide them to the library or  
the Internet to research their 
dream professions.

Parents - This one’s for you.
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Congratulations
You Understand Money!

THIS CERTIFICATE IS GIVEN TO 

Who successfully completed this activity book and  
demonstrates a good understanding of money.

 

 

        DATE          PARENT OR TEACHER’S SIGNATURE





Get more from Yes, You Can

 
Your online library
When it comes to learning about earning, saving, investing and spending, few   
resources have the depth of knowledge as YesYouCanOnline.info. In addition  
to downloading e-book copies of the award winning Yes, You Can... series of   
books, you have access to our library of articles, quarterly publications and  
weekly emails. Best of all, it’s all FREE. 
 
 
Teaching made easy
The Yes, You Can curriculum provides a fun learning experience for students  
in grades 6 - 12. Aligned with state and national education standards, the  
easy-to-follow lesson plan includes everything educators need to gain the  
confidence to teach personal finance and have a positive impact on students. 
 
  
Tools to stay fiscally FIT
Use our Financially Independent Today (“FIT”) Tools to easily explain complex  
concepts. This series of online calculators help you create your own spending  
plan, demonstrate how compound interest works, calculate how to reduce debt  
and discover what it takes to reach your savings goals. 
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“The sky is falling! The sky is falling!” More recently, it’s the stock market that was 

falling. News reports can be especially scary to kids who witness adults on  
Wall Street and in Washington acting like “Chicken Little.” 

Ideas for achieving  financial security  
and a more  

meaningful life.

IN THIS ISSUE Making New Year’s  Resolutions That Stick 
pagE 3

Zero In On Fees To Avoid Getting Zapped 
pagE 4 

Now’s The Time To Apply For Federal Student Loans 
pagE 8

WINTER 2008

The information in Yes  
You Can is provided to 
help parents, educators 
and kids work together  
to understand key fin- 
ancial concepts. Yes You 
Can stresses critical  
thinking and problem  
solving that helps young 
people develop basic  
economic, financial per-
sonal and career  
development skills.

Yes You Can is based,  
in part, on the beliefs  
of James Stowers,  
founder of American 
Century Investments  
and co-founder, with 
Virginia Stowers, of the 
Stowers Institute for 
Medical Research.
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How To Talk To Your Kids about The EconomyHow should you talk to your kids about the struggling economy and its effect on 

your family’s well-being? Young children especially will need reassurance that the 

family will be OK. If you haven’t been holding regular family meetings, now is a 

good time to start. And if you’re already holding meetings, consider kicking  

off the year with a special session to discuss ways that the economy could affect 

your family in 2009. Ask your kids for ideas on how to better cope with the  

economic downturn:
Can We Reduce Our Overhead? For example, lowering the thermostat by only 

one degree can save 3% on your home heating bill.Can We Delay Or Cut Back On Purchases? Are there any “wants” family  

members can put off buying, such as new clothes or music downloads?   
Can We Bolster Our Income? Kids can help contribute by paying for their  

expenses, too, perhaps by babysitting or shoveling snow for neighbors.  Do We Have Enough In Our Emergency Fund?   
Explain why having savings to cover  at least six months of expenses is  recommended to provide a  safety net for your family.                                     

CONTINuED ON pagE 2

Many parents regularly open their wallets to provide their kids with an 
allowance. But their involvement doesn’t have to end with the transfer 
of the cash. By staying involved, parents can use an allowance to 
provide their children with much more than spending money. 

 Our question this quarter is:
 
  How have you used an allowance to teach  
  your kids about money?  
 
 
Simply submit your response to www.stowers-innovations.com/yycfb  
by January 30, 2009. If your response is selected to appear in the 
Spring edition of Yes, You Can, we will give you credit and send you a 
FREE copy of Yes, You Can… Afford to Raise a Family.
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Ideas for achieving  
financial security  

and a more  
meaningful life.

IN THIS ISSUE

SPRING 2008

The information in Yes,  

You Can is provided to 

help parents, educators 

and kids work together  

to understand key  

financial concepts. Yes, 

You Can stresses critical  

thinking and problem  

solving that helps young 

people develop basic  

economic, financial per-

sonal and career  

development skills.

Yes, You Can is based,  

in part, on the beliefs  

of James Stowers,  

founder of American 

Century Investments  

and co-founder, with 

Virginia Stowers, of the 

Stowers Institute for 

Medical Research.

Investing is a Roller Coaster
With the ups and downs of the stock market and record downsizing taking place in 
some of the strongest public companies in the country, the thought of investing  
hard-earned money in stocks right now can give one motion sickness. 

The fact is, the value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (the Dow), which is believed 
by many experts to be the best representation of the overall market at any moment in 
time, has always fluctuated. The changes are usually minimal, but occasionally – like  
in the fall of 2008 – they are dramatic.

Major changes, both up and down, are caused mainly by greed and fear – emotional 
reactions to corporate, economic and world news. Think of it like a roller coaster. When 
prices are going up, people may become overly optimistic and take the Dow to highs 
that cannot be sustained. (This is what happened with the price of housing). But just 
as a roller coaster cannot stay at its peak, when the market gets too high, it must seek 
correction. In other words, it has to go down. When this happens, people may become 
overly pessimistic (occasionally to the point of panic), which can force the Dow below 
where it rationally should be. 

 CoNTINued oN pAge 2

Save Dimes and Dollars  
at Thrift Shops 

PaGE 4

Keep Kids From  
Blowing Windfalls 

PaGE 7

Get a Head Start  
on a Career 
PaGE 8

Help your children appreciate the value of a dollar.

CREATED BY

JACK JONATHAN

Visit YesYouCanOnline.info today and learn ways to improve your  
financial position and help your kids get on the path to financial independence.



“If you don’t talk to your kids about money, who will?” 
             James E. Stowers, Founder, American Century Investments 

You are the ideal teacher for your children. However, 
are you prepared to teach them the life skills they  
need to get on the path to financial independence?

Consider these questions:
n  Do you want your children’s quality of life to  
 be as good as or better than yours?

n  Do you want your children to make sound  
 financial decisions?

n  Do you need help in guiding your children in the   
 process of becoming financially aware?

n  Would you like to take a more active role in  
 teaching financial literacy?

If you answered “yes” to one or more of these  
questions, then you’ll find the information at  
YesYouCanOnline.info to be a valuable resource.  
The lessons and resources here help you teach  
kids to appreciate the value of a dollar, choose  
work they like, earn a good living and the importance 
of investing for the long-term. There’s even a free  
curriculum that teachers can use to bring these  
valuable lessons into the classroom.

Start using the resources at YesYouCanOnline.info  
today. While you’re there – sign up for our  
FREE weekly emails and quarterly Yes, You Can  
publication.
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